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Abstract 

The pOrpose of thi~ study was to examine the differences between the 

perception of the nursing role held by new graduates prioi to and 
. . 

follo_wing three months employment· as a professional· nurse and to 

compare the new graduat~s··role perception with th~ir ~egistered 

nurse counterparts. A descripti-ve study was. designed to examine 

socialization into the professional.role as measured by Pieta's. 

(1976) Nursing Role Concepti.on Scale~ A sample of newly graduated 

nurses (n = 17) and their more experien·ced counterparts (n = 37) 

were· a_sked to. complete Pi eta • s sea 1 e on two. occasi.ons ~ with· a three 

month interval between the two testings. The_ data call ec_ted were 

analyzed using paited t-tests and Pearson correlation coefficients to 

estimate changes in perceptio~s of~he ideal and real role over the 

three merit~ intervals across the instrument's three subscales: 

professional, bureaucratic, and servi·ce., The results showed a 
. . . . . . 

significant ·d1fference in the.new graduates·· ·ideal.-roie scores between 

the pre- and ·post-tests·· .. · Those of the ·service subs cal e showed· no 

significant differences. No· significant differ.ences were noted in 

the rea 1 (actual) pre- and post:-scores except for th·e profess i ana 1 

subscale scores. A significant ·correlation. (r = .98, £ < .005) 

resulted from.the comparison of the new graduates• and the registered· 

nurses' post-test.total actual role scar~. These data indicate a 

change·in _ideal and actual· role perception following·graduation from 

nursing school and provide evidence fat· a. socialization ~recess 

occurring with the work se~ting. 
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CHAPTER I 

Introduction 

The attrition rate among registered nurses has been a_ topic of 

interest· to the profession. for many years .. Prominent among the 

problems believed to contribute to nurse.burnout and subsequent 

attrition is the contradiction between what new graduates expect.their 

role to be and what it actually is (Kramer, 1970). The young. 

professionals in complying with the ·demands of the system, mu-st make 

adjustments in their interpretation of the nrusing role to become 
'• 

efficient, functinning·members of the organization (Snyder, 1982). 

During their education, students are socialized by instructors 

to a nurse role valuing individualized., ·comprehensive patient care 

(Corwin·, 1960). The hosp·ital organization, faced with the p·roblem 

of delivering optimum care to large groups of patients must operate 

. within the co·nfines of a strict budget. Efficient· operation of the 

hospital organization demands goal attainment within·an acceptable 

cos_t range. Cost reduction is assured via component tasks 11 performed 

by workers whose special training or repetitive practices ensure high 

levels.of competence and speed 11 (Kramer, 1~70, p. 428). The new 

graduate must once again. be socialized, this time via co-worker 

influence and ·into a .role allowing her to function efficiently and 

effectively in the bureaucratic hospital organization. The 

discrepancy between the graduate nurse•s 11 ideal 11 role conception and 

the. 11 real 11 role in the. hospital setting.forces the graduate to 

redefine her role,· giving up many of the values obtained during 
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professional training for those necessary to function in a bureau

cratic environ~ent. 

Statement of the Problem 

Does the newly .graduated nurse•s, perception of her role as a 

professional nurse change ov~r time? Th~t is, doe~ his/her 

perception of the 11 real 11 and the 11 ideal 11 change with ·experience? 

Purpose of the Study 

The purpose of this study was to exami'ne the differences between 

the perception of the nursing role by new graduates prior to and 

following three months employ.ment as a· professional nurse and to then 

compare the new graduates• _perception of role change with their 

registered ·nurse counterparts .. 

Need for the Study 

The high turnover rate among registered nurses has been a subject 

of i"nterest to the profess-ion for many years. Hospi ta 1 s and nursing 

administrators are now being forced to shift their emphasis from nurse 

recruitment to nurse retention. The profession realizes that role 

transition occurs amongst new graduates as they stru.ggl e. to integrate 

their role conc~ption with that of their employers .. The process of. 

11 professional socialization .. du.ring role transition was defined by 

Crocker and Brodie (1974) as 11 the process by which students acquire 

appropriate perceptions of the pro.fessional rol e11 (p. · 233). They 

were concerned with attrition. of professional.s in -health care and 

thought perhaps the failure to develop a realistic role image to be 



a 11 pri rna ry cause of nonacademic dropout, "poor cl in i ca 1 performance, 

and desertion from the.field after graduation'' (p. 233). 

Mineha:n ( 1977 )· described a seale ·de:vel oped by Corwin· in .1960 to 

assess three aspects of ro 1 e concepti on ....-service· v·atu.es (the desire 

to do' bedside nursing, to ~ppreciate. patients' hosti-liti-es, fea.rs, 

etc.);professional values (personal ~ervice ·and· devotion to the 

c 1 i ent, commitment. to knowledge as the basJs of the profes·s ion, power 

to m~ke decisions about nursing care procedures), and bureaucratic 
. . 

· values (punctuality, str1ct rul.e-:-following, impor:-tan_ce of tenure ~nd 

following a ~out-in e).· Beginning i-n 1966, Kramer .used the Corwin 

measurement scale .in studies of role torit~ptions and role confl-ict 
. . . ' _. 

measurement occurring when the· professionally oriented graduate nurse 

(usually from a B .. S.N. program) enters the bureaucratic:al.ly or·iented 

hospital ·organization (Minehan; 1977). · In 1976, Pieta revised the 

tool developed by Corwin in 1960., and· de·s.igned her tool to examin.e 

nursing role _conceptions as perceived by ·senior nurs·ing students and 

their-faculties from diploma, associate d~gree, and baccalaureate 

nursing education programs.. No data. have been rep.orted whfch compares 

new graduates • role· concept ions with those of thefr mo·re -experienced 

counterparts. 

Definiti6n o~ Term~ 

Percept'ion of: the nursing role~ Perception of the nursing role 

refers to the nurse IS COgnitive View -Of her respons'ibil iti es as a 

professional nurse. This cognitive view includes·idea.l and .real role 



·perceptions as w~ll as bureaucratic, professional, and service 

orientatjons .. 
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Ideal.role perception. The ideal ro.le perception refers to the 

nurse 1s cognitive view of what her responsibilities should be as a 

professional nurse .{Pi eta, 1976). 

Real role perception. The real role perception refers to the 

nurse 1 s co.gnitive view of the actual responsibi-1 iti es as· ·a profes-

sional nurse (Pieta, 1976). 

Bureaucratic role .perception .. The bureaucratic role perc.eption 
. . 

inc-1 Udes the n·urse Is· COgnitive View Of SUCh aspects Of her role as 

loyalty to the ho.spital, .and administrative and technical respon

sibi"l ities ·(Pieta, 1976). 

Profess.; ana 1 ro 1 e perception,. The nurse 1 s professi ana 1 ro 1 e 

perception. refers to the·cognitive. view of such aspects of her role 

as autonomy, loyalty to the profession, and maintenance of educational 

and ·professional standards (Pieta, 1976). 

Service role perception. The service r61~ perception ·refers to 

the nurse 1 s cognitive view of such aspects of her role as the 
. . 

appreciation of the patient 1 s hostilities, fears,. and needs (Pieta, 

1976). 

A scale designed by Pieta in 1976 was used to assess perception 

of the_nursing role. 

Assumptions 

1. The gr~duate nurses and the st~fj nurses filled out the question

naire honestly. 
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2. Three months is an adequate amount of ti.me for initial socialization 

to ·the role to occur. 

Limitations 
. ' 

1 .. The number of graduates ava1lable for use as a sample was small -

1 ess than 35. 

2. There was no way to. contra l for work experience p~i or to the 

professional practice. 

3. The time allotted for this study allowed for only a three month 

period in which to assess the socialization process. 
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CHAPTER II 

Theoretical Framework 

The process by which an i-ndividual gains acceptance into a 

particular society or group is termed socialization. Through this 

process the individual is prepared to meet the society•s expectations 

of him·in the role he will occupy. Socialization refers to the 

learni"ng of those social roles that facilitate the. individual•s 

parti"cipat.ion a_nd adequate. performance in the society of which he is 

a member {Hurley, 1978). Both the role incumbent and the role senders 

will have an active part in the production of a final interpretation 

which will constitute the conceptualization of the incumbent•s rrile 

(Aldag, Brief, Sell & Malone, 1979). 

Role·makfng, from an interactionist viewpoint, is accomplished 

-through the interaction of an .individual with his/her environment. 

Role making/modification is the process by which an individual alters 

or modifies behaviors as he attempts to ga.in access into a particular 

society·(Conway, 1978), and to ~void role discrepancy (conflicting 
·' 

ideal and real role expectations}. Through this process. the 

individual {role incumbent) learns the society•s (role· sender•s) 

requirements of the role he will occupy. It is·· also during this 

process that the role senders learn the role incumbent•s valu~s and 

expectations: regarding_the role. Both the role incumbent and the 

role senders will have an active part in· the produc.tion of the final . 

conceptualization of the incumbent•s role (Aldag, Brief, Sell & . 

Me 1 one, 19 7 9) . 
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Role making/modi-fication occurs via interactional processes 

between the role incu~bent and the role sende~s. In these interactions, 

the role sender~ and the role- incumbent each ·influence the other's 

role pe-rceptions.· Conway (1978, pp. 24-25) described the followi-ng 

five sequential phases. involved in the process of role making: 

1. 11 Initiator behavior .. - Actor initiates a behavior. 

2. 110ther~response 11 
- Other individual responds to the behavior 

based on his establ-ished normative expectations (the other 

ind.ividual may or may not be aware of the intentions of the 

initiator's behavior. 

3. ..Interpretation by action and othe_r11 
- Each actor explores 

the symboli~ expressions of the other and interprets them 

accordtngly .. 

4. 11 Altered-response pattern 11 -The· relationship existing 

·initially has changed based upon- the interpretations of the 

actors. 

5 .. 11 Validationu- The altered relationship is acknowle-dged by 

others within the society, new roles are_ accepted and 

identified. 

The content learned in the role-making process. is incorporated 

by the incumbent and role senders. The incorporation of this content 

into· the role·- perception is necessary in o"rder for the incumbent to 

understand the status structure of that society an·d to avoid 

discrepancies. in· ''ideal 11 and 11 real 11 role values .. Performance and 
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prescri·ptive effects of each rol_e within the ·society ·have been 

developed in order to .regulate members so that t~e. so·ciety•s- o\ferall 
. . . 

function as determined by performance. and ·prescriptive_ role criteria· 

is obtained (Hurley; 1978). 

Motivation serves as the reason for learning role content in 

the role-mak1ng_ process. - The role senders become· a .. primary group 11 

as their frequent ~ontact with the rote incumbent· enables them to use 

· reward and punishment tactics to assfst in the learning of correct 

and i.ncorrect .actions appropriate-to the role_incumbent (Hurley, 

1978). This system, along with a ba-sic human drive for affil ;-atfon 

'(Raven, 197·9). will -motivate the_ role_ i-ncumbent to begin attempts at 

role ma-king. modifjcatio·n .. _The r·ole senders will comply only with 

those negotiations which conform to th_e~ society • s_ predetermined> 
. . . ' . 

- . 

. struc-~ure.: The incumbent· wi 1 l continue the ro·l e making/modification 

process unti 1 he fi.nds those -behaviors- which reflect- his: and the 

society•s _value sy'~tems -without confl ic~ing too drastically with 

either. 

_The -outcome- of the role/makinq/modiflcation· pro'cess will be 

determined by succes'sful_ negotiation between the role incumbent and 

role· senders. Through the role making/modification process each 

·member of the· society has: in-corporated indiVi dua 1 ized ro 1 e concept ions 

which allow- for his acceptable furictioning ~ithin the soc.iety. These 
. . . . . 

individuali-zed·.rale- co-nceptions constitute the society.: The·society•s · 

(-role.sender•s) acceptance .. o·f the incumbent•s role· perception signi-

r·i es congruence between their- perceptions. 
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To gain a~ce·ptatice into society a member mu.st adjust his role 

perception to correlate with his and the.society•s values. A member 

···who .does_ not attempt· to adjust his role perception r·isks alienation· 

from the society ofwhich.he is a·member .. The product of each 

member's role perception is an·environment with a uni~ue set of role 

expectations.· This uniqueness is created by th~ cummulative effect 

of.each i.ndividual conception w1thin the society. The members of 

the society i.nherently work together to form. the society.• s role 

·conception. they decide, based on their role perceptions what roles 

are.·funct.ional. within the.ir society .. ·· The· role incumbent ·will "fit 

in" only after he has ·modified his role perception to. parallel theirs. 

Raven (1979) defined ~ocial influence as a change in a person's 

cognition, attitude, or behavior because of another person or gro'up. 
' . . 

These changes are brought abo~t by interactions with that other 

person or group in which the individual realizes s·omething about 

himsel·f is not acce.ptable. Raven listed the following as means by 

which changes are b~ought about through tnteract1ons with significant 

others: private or dependent influence. (expertness or perceived 

superi.or ·knowledge), sec~ndary· influence (attempts to decrease· 

dissonance and gain acceptance into a group), and. information 

influence (knowledge ·base such that it allows for freedom of choice) 

(pp. 69~7~)~ 

The review of the lite~~ture revealed how these influences 

interplay to create the differi-ng role concepts"Of each nurse. By 
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fol.lowing the role development of one nurse in her interactions with 

her envfronment at home, during formal. education, and finally in the 

work setting,· one can .appreciate the uniqueness of each nurse's role 

conception within a wo·rk environment -.and therefore the uniqueness 

of the parti~ular nursing unit whose role expectations are the product 

of many nurses working together. 

May (1982) found that through interaction and the role-taking 

process with significant others that roles are discbvered, created,· 

defined, and modified~ The role is incorporated into the self-concept 

after an opportunity to test one's ideas and behaviors on others. 

The resulting behavior is one unique to the individual· as she 11molds" 

it via· the responses of those around her. The student enferiFtg· a 

nursing program develops her perceptioh of the profession based 1 upon 
I 

her instructors' attitudes. and behaviors (Crocker. & Brodie, 197~). 

In summary, social .influence as defi.ned by Raven (1979) plays an 

tnportant·part .in the devel·opment of the nurse's role definitiom. 

Through interactions with those in her environment, the nurse 1 earns 

what is expected of her and how closely- she is meeting these 

expectati.ons .. Based on this information, she forms a role definition 

which she will continuously modify to avoid role deprivation. Her 

original interpretation of the nursing role is formed prjor·to 

admission to nursing school. Instructors' influence ~i.ll lead to 

alterations of the role.definitiori ~the extent dependi~g upon t~e 

characteristics of the initial definition and the length and intensity 
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of the nursing educat-ion program. Facing the reality of a bureau

cratic hospi~al organf~ation may force the graduate to redefine her 

idealistic views of the nur·sing role and modify .her role conception 

so as to function compatibly with co-workers. 

Cl 

.· 
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CHAPTER III 

Conceptua 1 Framework 

A number of investigators have studied the process by which 

nurses become s_oc ia 1 ized into their professi anal ·ro-le. In essence, 

interactions between selected individual arid environmental factors 

have been studied in an attempt·.to identify those- factors wh.ich 

contribute to- the· ?Ocial ization process in the transition- of the 
. . . . 

nurse from the. role of a student to· that of a professiona 1 nurse. 

Snyder. ( 1982) performed a· study .exploring professional 

socialization based on the theo.ry of identity reassessment proposed 

by Strauss in· 1959. This the~ry states that one's identity is 

re.-eva 1 ua ted· and reformed based upon others • assessments and the 

potential for appreciable rewards.· The value that the nurse places 

upon the reward: gained by the results of the reassessments (i.e., 

eating dinner with the rest of the group)· waul d determine her 

willingness to. re-evaluate. her· identity. ·Snyder investigated major 

sources of conflict within individual hospital units. He·· reported 
. . ' . . 

that in a sampl~ of 99 nurses confl-icts in small units typically 

arose from bureaucratic sources,. and·-confl icts in· large units arose.· 

from both s6urces. Bach (1978) researched the sociocultural self of 

the nurse and its effect upon the socialization process.· Variables 

investi_gated incl~:Aded marital status,- length of -experience, and place 
,· 

· of education. Results indi~ated that only marital status played an 

important part in re~ucing the stress accompanying role transition 
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during the professional •s first two years of practice. After two 

years, the place of· educati.on had the most impressive impact. The 

background of the n~rse (he a~serted) determined her image of the 

nursing role, whil e·.perhaps marriage allows the nurse reinforcement 

of her ~eliefs by at least one memb~r of. her significant environment. 

The work setting was described by Porter (1979) as an aggregate 

of individual ·and work value· systems. ·Individuals were found to set 

up their own standards of acceptance according to belief systems 

formed while in nursing school and while working as a nurse. She 

found that the employee•s role conception reflected the worker•s 

ability to accept structure~ central decision-making, and subordination 

of personal feelings to a chosen ·goal. Alexander, Chase~ Dear, and 

Weisman (1981) compared the behaviors of newly hired graduates and 

older registered nurse~ as they adapted to· a work setting. _They 

assumed that since the registered· nurses had been .employe~ for two 

years and -had already develope·d. satisfactory ·integration skills that. 

they would manifest less role deprivation and stress .. However, 

results ·of this study indicated that no difference existed in the 

role transition experience for either group. 

Corwin (1960) developed a tool designed s-pecifically to measure 

professional, bureaucratic,' and service orientations to the practice 

of nurs-ing. ·Corwin defined professional orientation as those values 

regarding the nursing role that the nurse acquired· through interactions 
.. 

with the instructor. Bureaucratic orientation referred to those values 
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upon which ho~pital nursing in general operates. Service orientation 

referred to the more traditional view of the nurse as a person 

dedicated to the servi.ce of humanlty. Di screp~nci es between thes~ · 

v~·lue systems wer~ hypothesized· to· correlate with the amount of stress 

c'aused by role deprivation (an inabil.ity to fulfill one•s role) 

exper.ienced by the nurse during her·first professio"nal position. 

Studies following Corw.in•s,· bas~d upon his conceptual framework., 

tended to validate his idea~. . . 

Kramer and Baker (1971} found that nurses 1 eaving nursing scored 

significantly higher· on role deprivation scales than d·id those who 

remained in the pro.fession, ·indicating .that these nurses were unable 

to reach a satisfactory role conception w.ithin the ·bureaucratic 

setting. Kramer.(1970} in examining socialization to.the hursing · 

ro 1 e. found that the degree of· conflict experienced by the new graduate . 

tended to vary according to the type, intensity, and length of 

professional training. In 1971 Kramer coordinated a study in which 

she reported that the ·~bility on the part of the nurse to integrate· 

roles led to considerable less role deprivation. Benner and Kramer 

(1972} examined instrumental and expre~sive ro~es-in special care . 

unit (SCU) nurses. The baccalaureate graduates tended.to ass6ciate 

instrumental tasks (bureaucratic-) with the inore technical aspects of 

nursing and. expres.sive tasks W·ith thei·r role as professionals. The 

SCU was thoug.ht by the researchers to be an ide a 1 p 1 ace for the 

.development of expressive skills due to the close quarters, low 
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patient load, and opportunity for increased. contact with peers. These 

variables were felt to allow r~ady validation of behaviors through 

peer and patierit interact~ons. Results·indicated no increase in 

·either instrumental or expressive roles. They reported a marked 

diff~rence in the integrative role behaviors of SCU nurses who had 

been in that environment .for an extended time period. SCU nurses 

were found to score·highe.r·on role integration and lower ·on· role 

deprivation ~cales, .indicating a correlation bet~een the ability to 

compromi. se and. .. job. sa.ti sfact ion. ·Snyder 1 s ( 1982,) stu.dy confi r.med. the 

importance of appreciable awards- in. encourag.i.ng role reassessment by 

the norse. It also indicated th~ uniquene~s of each unit•s ~~lue 

systems, thatis, the creation of a work·environment differing from 

~11 others dOe- to the .uniqueness of each individual within that 

setting 1 s value syste~s. Finally,, Anderson, Chase, Dear, and. Weisman 

(1981.}· showed that all nurses ·experience, role transition implying that 
. . 

even an experienced nurse ·.who ~as an ll'integrated val'ue system 11 does 

not. automatically fit in .. _ Each nurse 1 s role expectati.ons must fit to 

sorne extent with those of co-workers ;.n order.for the unit to function. 

The .concepts underlying this study include role transition, role 
. . 

definiti·on,. ·role expectations, ·and·role conceptualization. Individual 

and ·environmental· factors interplay as the nurse seeks to integrate 

ideal and real role images. 

· Hypotheses 

1. 'The graduate.nurses 1 percep.tion.s of their ideal arid real roles will 
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differ at three months following employment from those held at the 

time of initial employment (Q~ .05). 

2. The graduate nurses• perception of their real role will correlate· 

more highly with that of their more· experienced staff nurse 

counterparts after three months of employment (£~ .05). 

3. The graduate nurses• role discrepancy (real minus ideal) will be 

greater at three months following employment than it was at the 

time of,initial employment (£~ .05). 
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CHAPTER IV 
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A descriptive· study was used to examine professianalization into 

the professional role as measured by Pie~a's (19j6) Nursing Role 

Conceptions scale. 

Sample . 

The sample. consisted of newlygraduated nurses who had chosen a 

nursing unit in one 700 bed general hospital as their initial 

professional employment and. staff nurses already employed·· in these 

same units. Thirty-five new graduates were asked·to participate in 

the study and 40 staff nurses, 8 per· nursing u·n it, qua 1 i fi ed for 

participation·. One year's experience as a staff nurse was required. 

The g.raduate nurses were paired with the1 r staff nurse counterparts 

in each nursing. unit. 

Data ·Collect ton· 

Pieta·'s (1976) Nursing Role Conceptions scale was. given to the 

sample graduate nur~es and the staff nurses on two separate occasions. 

The first was following the graduates' confirmed employment before 

actual work _experience had occurred. The second was approximately 

three months later. The order of the items was scrambled for the 

second adminfstr~tion to decrease the possibility· of memory bias. 

The head nurses of each unit which employed-a newly-graduated 

nurse from. the sample group were contacted. The purpose of the study 
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_was explained at this time as well as the method ~o be used for data·. 

collection. The he.ad·nurses were asked to· recommend registered nurses 
- . -

meeting the sample requi~ements and_to· explain the··study to these 

nurses. A brief explanation of the_.study·was also -included in a. 

letter .which served: as the cover page for the data collection 

instrument (Appendix B). The tool was distributed to the sample 

_group and the _completed forms were placed in a sealed envelope-in 

each unit's head nurse··' s offi c.e. The investigator co 11 ected the 

. en vel opes' rrom. each unit~ 

the compleiion of the questionnaire was considered consent to 

partic1pate in· the study. .Numbers were assigned to the· answer forms 

instead of names or social security numbers-to assure the subjects' 

anon~fty. 

T~e pre-test was compl ~ted by 73· of the 93 nurses to whom it 

was given- (78;5%). . Twenty-eight of these were completed_. by newly 

graduated _.nurses {80%); 45· by ·registered nurses (77 .5%). Nurses 
- . . . . 

from eight different uni-ts -in_-a 700 bed ho·spfta.l comprfsed the sample. 

· The post-test was. completed by 54_ of the 73 _to- whom it was . 

administered (-74%). Those nurses who completed the. pre-test were 

asked to complete the post-test. Eight of the graduate nurses who· 

had completed the· pre-test subsequently failed to meet the State 

Board of_ Nur5dng 's requi ~ements for 1 i censure (28-. 5%) , thus thes·e. 

nurses were deleted. from the study. .The remaining 20 new ·graduate 

nurses were. given the- post-test,_ with 17 returning it completed 
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(85%). Forty-five registe.red nurses received the post-test with 82.2% 

of them (37) returning the. completed form. 

Instrument 
.. 

Pieta•s Nursing· Role-Conception~ scale· is a 34-item tool which 

was modified from Corwin's·. (1960) .tool.· The i.tems are di.vided into 

thre~ subscales: bureaucratic,. ptofessional, and service. The 

respondent is asked .tq:resp~nd on a 5-point scale. (strongly agree-
. . 

strongly disagre~) regarding the. extent to which a· hypothetical· 

. situation in each i:t.em 11 Should ex1stu and. 11 does exist 11
• Numerical 

differences between. ·the tdea 1 (should exist) and the ~ea 1. (does- exist) 

responses provide role-discrepancy scores for each ·subscale. 

A panel of nur~e experts with teaching and administ~ative 

experience was used to_ address content validity. The experts 

.classified items as fttt.ing bu .. reaucratic, profession"al' or service 
. -

roles of nursing~ At least 75% of the panel agreed· that th~ final 

34 items measured the role conceptions which they purported to measure. 

A study usirig three· groups of nurses was.used to assess 

criterion-related validity. Collegiate nu~se fatulty members (n = 15},. 

nurses i~ ad~inistrative positions (n = 17), and nurs~s- with a 

religious commitment (n = 16) completed the scale~ Nurses in 

.administrative positions in hospitals had the highest mean score on 

the bure~ucratic· role conception scal·e; nurses with~ religious 
. . . 

commitment. had. the highest mean · scor.e· on the service ro 1 e concepti on 

seale; and nurse faculty obtained the· highest mean score on the 
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professional role conception scale~ 

Pieta used scores from nurses in administrative positions in 

hospitals (n = 48) -to compute a coefficien-t alpha of .84 for the 

bureaucratic scale, ·.63 for the professional scale, and· .58 for the 

service scale. A group of eight nurse faculty were used to assess 

test-retest coefficients. With a one week time interval, a 

coefficient of .92 was calcuiated for the entire 1nstrument, .. 83 for 

the bureaucratic scale, .86 for the professional -scale, and .• 81 for 

the service scale. 

The scoring of the instrument for the study was. done according 

to :Pieta!s. specifications. For each subscale a normative score 

(idea·l) was calculated. by summing responses· to the 11 SMould exist 11 

i terns.. A categorical score was cal cu1 a ted for each subsea l e by 

summ.:ing responses to the 11 does exist ... (actual) items. Values· given 

to each item were dependent upon the subject•s fesponse. ·A response 

of 11 Strongly ag~ee 11_ ear-ned 5 points, 11 agree 11 4 points, 11 undecided 11 3 

points, 11disagree 11 2 points, 11 Strongly_ disagree 11 1 point. A role 

discrepancy score for each subscale was obtained by ~ubtracting the 

mean score from the normative score. 

In this study items were scrambled on the scale for the second 

-administration of-the tool to decrease the possibility of memory bias. 

_Also, optimal conditions for the test completion were sought- an 

unrushed, quiet environment. All subjects were asked to·complete the 

instrument within· the same 48 hdur period. 
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Additional data to d~scribe the sample were gathered regarding 

age, pricir work experience,. location of work experience, and type of· 

educational preparatio~~-
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This descri~tive study-investigated the relationship between 

ideal ~nd actual perceptions of the nursing role by nurses employed 

in a hospital setting. The data were analyzed to: 

1. Assess changes in newly graduated nurses' idea 1 and rea 1 

role perception over a three month period using three 

~ubscales (professional, bureaucratic, and service). 

2. Determine if a correlation exists between new graduates' 

and their more .experienced nurse counterparts' perception 

of the role· of professional nurse. 

3. Assess role discrepancy in the newly graduated nurses'. 

·scbres for each of the subscales. 

The data .collected in this study were analyzed using the. 

Statistical Package for Soci.al Science (SPSS·). Descriptive statistics 

such as means, standard deviations,. and frequencies were computed from 

biographical data provided b~ the ~uestionnaire. 

Demographic Data 

Seventeen newly graduated nurses and 37 registered nurses 

comprised the final sample. As shown in Table 1, 51.3% of the final 

37 registered nurses involved in this study were between the ages of 

20·~·25. Ages-ranged· from. 42- 21 years. 

In terms of educatfon, two of the registered nurses held a 
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TABLE 1 

Characteristics· of Respondents by Age and Education 

New Graduates (n = 17) Registered Nurses (n = 37) 

Variable N Adjusted Percenta g·e · N Adjusted Percentage 

Age 

( 19) 1 6% 0 0% 

(20 - 25) 8 47% 19 51% 

(26 - 30) 5 . 29% 10 27% 

(3i - 35) 3 18% ·4 11% 

(36 .- 40) 0 0% 3 8% 

( 41) 0 0% 1 3% 

Highest Nursing Degree 

Associate Degree 5 29% 14 38% 

Dip lorn& 0 0% 1 3% 

Bacca 1 aureate· Deg.ree 12 .71% 20 54% 

Master•s Degree 0 0% 2 5% 

Basic Nursing Education 

Associate Degree .5 29% 15 41% 

Diploma 0 0% 3 8% 

Baccalaureat~ Degree 12 71% 19 51% 

Non-Nursing Degrees 

6 35% 4 . 11% 
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masters of science degr.~e in nursing (5.4%), · 20 (54%) a baccalaureate 

. degree in nurs1ng, ·14 (38%) an associate degree in nursin~, and one 
. . . . 

(3%) a diploma. Information .also was gathered from the registered 

nurses ·regarding their basic preparation in nursing: 19 (51%) 

baccalaureate degrees, 15 (41%) associate degrees, and 3 (8%) diploma· 

·gradu.ates. Four of the registered. nurses. held a non-nursing degree. 

Table 2 shows the~year of· nursing sc~oo1 graduation for the · 

registered nurses. Th.e earliest was 1966; the most recent, 1982. 

Most of the .registered nurses-(59%) who participated ·in this study 

completed thei~ basic· nursing education between 1980 and 1982. T~e 

year 1980 was the ·modal date of graduation. 

Work experience in a h·ospital before graduation from the basic 

nursing program was reported by 23 ( 62%) of the registered. nurses. 

(See· Table 3 .. ) The type of experience reported in this category was · 

divided.· as follows:· · 19 (51%) nursing assistant, one (3%) vocational 

nurse,. and 3_(8%.) nothern. Nineteen (~1%) of. the registered nurses 

had ·worked one year or· rrio.re before graduation from nursing school. 
. ' ~ 

' ' . . . 

The· newly graduated n·urses• ages var.ied slightly frpm those of 

. ~he registered nurses. Forty-seven percent of· the .new graduates 

sampled were. between 20-25 years o{ a.ge .. In. this subsample, ages 

ranged from 32 to 19·years. (See Table 1.). 

Twelve (71%) of the newly graduated nurses held a baccalaureate 

degree in nursing. The_remai"ning.21% held an a.ssociate degree in 
. . 

nursing~ Six {35%) 6f the new g~~duates held non-nursing degrees. 
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TABLE 2 

Professional Nursing Experience 

Registered Nurses (n = 37) 

Variable N Adjusted Percentages 

Year of (1966) 2 5% 
Completion 

'(1967) of Basic 1 '3% 
Nursing 

(1975) Education 2 5% 

( 1976) 1 3% 

(1977) 3 8% 

( 1978) 3 8% 

( 1979) 3 8% 

(1980) 8 22% 

( 1981) 7 19%. 

( 1982) 7 19% 

\ 
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Work experi~nce in a hospital prior to the· completion of the· 

basic education program was reported by 15 (88%) of the newly 

graduated nurses. As illu,strated in Table· 3,. the new graduates who 

had worked before graduation all worked in the capac.ity of a nursing 
. . . 

assistant~ Fifty percent of the new graduates describing previous 

11 nurs-ing 11 .experience had .worked one year or more. 
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TABLE 3 

Non-Professional Nursing Experience 

New Gradua~es (n = 17) · Regfstered Nurses (n = 37) 

Variable · N Adjusted Percentage N Adjusted Percentage 

Non-Professional 
Nursing Experience .. 15 88% 23 62%· 

Type of Non-Professional 
Experience· 

None/No In format ion. 2 12% 14 38%· 

Nursing Assistant '15 88% 19 51% 

. Licensed Vocational Nurse 0 0%. 1 3% 

110ther 11 0 0% 3 8% 

Length o.f Non -Profession a 1 
Experience 

None/No Information 5 29% 14 38% 

< 1 Year · 4 24% 4 11% 

>. 1 Year a. 47.% 19 38% 
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Statistical Analysts· 

Paired t-tests were used to test the differences in scores for 

each of the subscales on the pre- and post-test for the ideal role 

perception. For each. group, i.e., _new graduates and staff nurses, the 

analysis sought to determine changes in ideal role perc~pti~n from the 

time of initial employment to three_ months later.· Results are listed 

in Table 5. The new graduates• pre- and post-test mean scores for the 

bureaucratic ideal subscale were 30.5882 and 27.0588 respectively 

(!_ = 4.36, df = 16, .Q_ = 0.000). For the service subscale the· values 

were 41.4118 (pre-) and .41.4706 (post-) (t = .05, ·df = 16,·£ = 0.0964)~ 

The professional subscales• ideal pre-mean score was 29.1765 and the 
.• 

post- 26.4706 (!_ = 3.04·, df = 16, £. = 0.008). s·ignificant differences 

were noted in the pre- ·and post-bureaucratic and professional score 

-with£.= 0.05, df = 16. The pre- and post-total ideal scores ~lso. 

demonstrated a significant difference _with a reported 1 value of 3.01 

(df = 16, £. = 0.008). The registered nurses• ideal subscale scores 

- are illustrated in Table _4. No significant differences were noted in 

these scores. 

A pai_red t-test was used to test the differences in the graduate 

nurses •. real (actual) role perception scores for each of the subscales 

from the time of' initial employment to-three months later. Table 5 

lists these results as follows: bure~ucratic 24.4118- (pre-), 23.5294 

(post-) with a 1 statistic of ·.49 .(df = 16, £. = 0.633); servi~e 

26.7647 (pr·e-), 26.7059 (post;..) with a !_statistic of .03 (df = 16, 

£. = 0.973); professional 18.2353 (pre-), 14.3529 (post-) with at 
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statistic of 3.13 (df =: 16, £. = 0.006). Significance was set at .e_ = 

0. 05, df = 16 .- Pre.- and po st~tota 1 · actual ro 1 e perception scores 

were also revi-ewed ·and revea.led no signif1cant differences. The rea-l 

(actual) role percepti.on scores for the registered· nur~es. showed no' 

significant differences ,fn ,~re-_and· p6st-test results. 

A Pearson correlation coeffici_ent was estimated between the new 

graduates·· a~d th·e staff nurses' ·rea.l p:erce.ption· of their role as a 

-professional nurse at the new graduates' in{tial time of emp.loyment 

and three months later .. The· corre_lation between.the two pre-test 

totals was 0.539- (df =-52, E.·= .05). The correlation between the 
. ' 

post-total scdres:~as 0.980 (df ~52,.£= .05). The coefficient 

improved over·- the three months i nterva·l. " 

Finally, a· paired t-test_ was used to. test for differences 

between_the role discrepancy aggregate scores .of the new graduates 

and the registered nurses.at the time of initial employment and three 

months 1 ater.. The new. graduates'. pre-te·st role di"screpancy score was 

31.76 .. ·Three months.lat.er the ·.new graduates' score was 30· .. 41... Thi~ 

was significant at .e_ = .006, df ~ 1~, but· in the opposite direction 

from that hypothesized. For the registered nurse group~ the pre-test 

~core was 23~5 and post-test score 19~32 with a'! value.nf-2.18-and 

. .E.= •. 0005,. df = 36. (See Table 6.) 
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-- TABLE 4 · 

Ideal Role Perception Scores 

New Graduates (n = 17) X · t Value OF Probability 

. Pre-Bureaucratic 30.5882 4.36 16 0.000* 

Post~Bureaucratic 27~0588 

Pre-Service 41.4118 -.05 16 0.964 

Post.:.service 41.4706 

Pre-Professional 29.1765 3.04 16 0.008* 

Post-Professional 26.4706 

Pre-Total Scores 101.1765 3.01 16 0.008* 

Post-Total Scores 95.0000 

Registered Nurses (n = 27) X t Value· . OF Probability 

Pre-Bureaucratic 26.6216 .44 36 .661 

Post-Bureaucratic 26.1892 

Pre-Service 39.0811 1.56 36 .127 

Post-Service 38.01.70 

Pre-Professional 26.8919 1.62 36 .114. 

Post-Professional 25.7297 

Pre-Total Scores 92.5946 1.78 36 .084 

Post-Total Scores 89.9459 

*£. < 0 05 
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TABLE 5 

Real. (Actual) Role Perception Scores. 

. N~w Graduates (n = 17) X t Value DF Probability 

Pre-Bur~aucratic . 24·.4118 .49 16 0.633 

. Post-Bureaucratic 23.5294 

Pre.;.Service 26.7647. .03 16 0.973 

·Post-Service · 26.7059 

Pre-Professional . - 18.2353 3.13 16 0.006* 

Post-Professional 14.3529 

. Pre~Total· Scor~s 69.4118 1.45 16' 0.167 

Post-Total Scores. . 64.5882' 

Registered Nurses (n = 37)' ·x- t Va 1 ue · DF - ·. Probabi 1 ity 

Pre-Bureaucratic 24.45_95 -.72 36 .476 

Post-Burea~6ratic 25.2162 

Pre-Service . 26.7838 -.18 36 .861 

·Po st-Servi c.e 26.9730 

Pre.--Profess i ona.l 17.8108 -.72' 36 .476 

Post-Profess.iona 1 18.432.4 

Pre:_ Total ·_scores 69.0541 -.70 36 .490 

Post-Total Scores 70.6216 

*.E. < • 05 



TABLE 6 

Pre- and· Post-Test Ro·l e Discrepancy Scores 

New Graduates (n = ·17) 

Pre-Discrepancy Score 

Post-Discrepancy Score . 

Registered Nurses (n = 37) 

Pre-Discrepancy Score 

Post~Discrepancy Score 

*R < .05 

. X S.D. 

31.76 20.58 

30.4118 14.00 

23.54 12.50 

19.32 12.00 

X Diff. 

. 1. 35 

4.2 

32 

i DF R 

.34 16 .006* 

2.18 36 .0005* 
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CHAPTER VI 

Conclusions 

The purposes of this chapter are tQ: (1) discuss the findings 

of the study and their relationship to the literature review; (2) 

draw conclusions based on the findings of the study; and (3) suggest 

recommendations for further research. 

Discuss fen of the Study 

This study examined the socialization of the newly graduated 
,\ 

nurse to the ho·spital setting. The· study sample cons.isted of 
~ 

fifty.-four staff nurses- from a 700-bed-hospital. Seventeen of the 

nurses sampled were new graduates who had not yet been employed as a 
~' 

staff nurse for greater than one month. The remaining t:.hirty-seven 
\ 

subjects were the more experienced nurses employed in th~ same 
. ·. . . ~ 

nursing units with the graduate nur~es. Seven nursing url1its were 
,, 
··~~ 

used, each having at 1 east two new graduates employed i~~ a full-time 
~~· 
t1 

staff nurse position. ~ 
I,! 

· The overall results. of the study revealed a statist~cally significant 
! . -

chan.ge in ·the new graduates • total score for the perceJ~ion of the ideal 
J 

. role from the time of initial employment to three mont~s later. A 

· change -in the total actual role perception scores for ~he 

profession-a 1 subsea 1 e was. a 1 so no ted, but not sign i fi capt 
•[ 

statistically. These results would seem to sugge~tt'hat, the. new 

graduates are .reconstructing their perception~· of the id.bal role and 

to a lesser extent their actual role as socialization beg~ins. -
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The research hypotheses for this study were: 

1. _The graduate nurses' perception of their ideal and real 

(actual) role will differ at three months following 

employment from that held at the time of initial employment. 

2. The graduate nurses• perception of.their real role will· 

correlate more highly with that of their more experienced 

staff nurse counterparts after three months of employment. 

3. The graduate nurses• role discrepancy (real minus ideal) will 

be greater at three months following employment than it was 

at the time of initial employment. 

Findings support the first research hypothesis (see Table 5). 

A significant. difference .was noted· in the pre- and post-test mean 

scores for all of the ideal subscales except the service subscale. 

E~ch mean post~test ideal score (except service) was smaller than its 

associated-pre-test score. This would suggest a change in the new 

graduates • ideal role perception over the three months interval. 

Kramer (1971) reported the differences in role perceptions on the 

part of the hospital and education environments~ The new. graduates 

enter the. hospital setting with a strongl·y professional role 

perception: (Pieta, 1976). The hospital operates on bureaucratic 

. principles, contribut.in.g -to a 11 real ity shock 11 for the new graduate, 

who may find it difficult to function with his/her original role 

perception (Kramer, 1971). 

The second hypoth~sis was support~d by the results of the study~ 
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The correlation ·between the original (pre-test) actual scores was 0.539 

and the second (post-test) 0.980. This sugge~ts that the graduate 

nurses became more similar or more closely related over the three 

months interval. 

The third hypDthesis was not supported by the study•s findings. 

The discrepancy at three months was 30.4 and at the time of the new 

graduates• initial employment 31.7. A paired t-test was significant, 

~ = .012, but in a direction opposite that expected. The new 

graduates • discrepancy score was lower after three months employment. 

The discrepancy scores for the registered nurses also decreased over 

the three months interval from 23.54 to 19.32. An interesting 

finding is that the total discrepancy scores for the new graduates 

were higher than those of the registered nurses (this was not tested 

for significance). 

The service subscale scores for both the ideal and real role 

perception showed-no significant change for either the new graduates 

or the registered nurses. A large difference was not'ed between this 

subscales• ideal and real scores for both. groups- with the ideal 

scores for each more than 10 points higher than the real mean scores. 

This suggests a high discrepancy between both groups• ideal and real 
.-

ro 1 e perception as measured by th-is subsea 1 e.· 

Conclusion of the Study 

The following conclusions are based on the findings of this 

study: 
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·The new graduates• ideal .post-test bureaucratic mean score was 

lower than its associated pre-test score. A significant difference 
. -

wa~ anticipated in these .-values, but in the opposite_di"rection than 

resulted. ·No significant difference result~d from the compari~on of 

the bureaucrati-c actual. role perception • s ·pre- and post-test mean 

·scores. Based on these findings, new graduates.· would seem to enter 

the hospital ·setting with bureaucratic val,ues. · In fact, since· the. 

mean scores decreased over·the th·ree months .interval, the ·conclusion 

is ·drawn .·that their need for· a bureaucratic ori·entat ion 1 essens after 

. employment as a professional nurse. 

Total pre- and post-tes.t mean scores for the· service subscal e 

showed no· significant differences for· either :the- n·ew graduates ·or 

the registered nurses. The difference between .the ideal and real

mean.score~·far the pre-tests_ were·greater than those of·any other 

·subscale. The post-test means were so similar to.their associated 

pre-test score· for e.ach group that no significant difference resulted 

-from their comparison. This same finding has been reported in the 

1 i terature and· indicates that the s~rv ice ro 1 e perception is shared 

usually by ·a 11 nurses (Snyder, 1982). This finding waul d seem to 

suggest that the service subscale could be removed from this· 

instrument. 

-The decrease. in the role discrepancy scores for both groups was 

not expected. A change. was anticipated in the new graduates• role 

discrepancy scores,- but the mean score was expected to increase from 

-·-~· 
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of the pre-tast to the post-test. The correlation between post-total 

actual scores of the new graduates and the registered nurses was 

significantly high. The improvement in the correlation between the 

two groups' actual scores since the original test suggests that the 

two· groups ar·e becomi.ng more similar. 

Since the scores of the regist~red nurses remained fairly 

constant (no significant changes were registered), the assumption is 

made that the new graduates' scores improved the correlation. Based 

on the resul·ts of this study, the conclusion i~ drawn that within the 
~ . 

three months period between the pre- and post-tests, initial 

socialization into the ·role of the nurse had begun. 

Recommendations for Further Study 

1. Further testi.ng of .the same sample of new graduates and registered 

nurses at a six months and one year interval to further assess 

changes in role perception. The results of thJs might provide 

evidence of socialization if the ideal and real scores of each 

group· we·re to become·- rna re .·simi 1 a r. 

2. A study should be conducted using a sample of nurses from various 

hospi-tals to assess t~e representativeness of the. present sample of 

the population of registered nurses and newly graduated nurses. · 

3; The stu~y-should be repeated w1th the initial t~sting given~ 

within one week of. the new graduate's initial employment. This 

would provide the researcher with a more stable/reassu·ring baseline. 

4. The new graduates caul d be grouped accor-ding to the amount of 
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previous experience in the ~ospital setting to examine the 

correlation between varying amounts of prior experience and ideal 

and real role ·perceptio~. 
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APPENDIX A: HUMAN SUBJECTS CONSENT FORM 



Dr. Thomas Huff 

Ch.airman, ·Human- Ass-urance· Committee 

Medical College of Georgia ... 

Augusta, Ga. _30912· 

Dear Dr •. _Huff: · 

41 

This~ letter is to req~est exemption stat\ls from. revie~·~ ·by the· 
. - . . . 

Human Assurance Committee· _for my proposed research·_ projec_t~. i 
shall follow the outiine suggested on form HAC-102-81 in ·_describ- · 

ing my :proposal. 

A·. Purpose. The purpose of this ·study is to examine the differ;.. 

ences between. the· perception .. of t.he nursing role prior to· and 

fbl:.lOti'ing ~hree months· employment as a professional nurse. 

·B. Specific A!ms. My primary objective is to note the affect, 
. -. . . ... 

if any, the professiqnal !1-Urse •·s en:vironment. has upon her · 
perception of the :nursing· role •. I'm also interest-ed in.asses.- · 

. . 

s·ing differe!lce~: in the perception of nursing role- of nurses 

working in. v.3.rying place·s· throughout ·the hospital •. · 
C. .. Study· Des·ign. A. descript·ive. S.tudy wi.ll. be uaed. to examine 

I . . 

professiona.lization··i~to the professional.role as measured by_ 
··Pieta.•s · (l976l'.·Nursing_ Ro.le· .. conceptiorl:S' scale •. · ... Augusta'~·· 

Euge_ne Talmadge Memorial Hospi_tal. W·ill s·erve· as __ . the s.etting. · 

Graduate nurses employed as staff nurses in· the .·various nur

sing u..l-tits will_ be asked_ to complete .the scale on. two separate. 
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occastons. ·The other· staff nur.ses \'larking ~-lith the graduates · 

will be asked to complete the sqales· at the same time. The first 
. . . ' . 

ad.minstr~tio-n of the i:z:1S'trument. · 'w'lil~·" be during.· t.he graduates• . 

period of · ini t'ia.l employment. The. sec.ond ~'I ill· be. approximat.ely 
. . 

· . three· months later~ The order qf the i tem·s will ·be scrambled 

for the second a<i.'llin~stration to· P.revent memory bias. 
D. HQ~an Subjects. 

1. Subject -copulation~. The sample will consist of graduate 

nurses (June. 1983) who have chos~n a nursing uri.~t at 
Eugene Talmadge. r1emorial Hospital· a·s the~ir· first· profes

sional position. Staff ~urses ·who· hav·e· been· employed for 

2. 

. . . . . . . 

at leas·t one y.ear in the particular nursing unit· where the 

graduate .is employed.will also be·asked:to co~plete.the 

scale •. ·I'm hoping for. a sample size of at.least.35. graduates. 
and· 40 staff nurses. ( 8 staff nurses per nursing unit). 

Recruitment and consent· urocedures. · . 'rhe completion of the 
. . G . 

questionnaire is co!lsidered c;:onsent to participate in the 
study. ·Numbers will be ·ass1gne-d to the ans~'ler forms instead 
of names .. · or social security numbers to assure the subject • s 

anonymity •. The graduates. \o'rlll be provided· ~ii.th a basic 

U..Ylderstand.ing of the research ·intent. and assured their 

anonym.i ty before- completion of the firs.t. scale •. 

3~ & 4.·. Potential risks/Minimization or r"isks. I foresee no 

-risks· to the subjects involved in this _study .... 

5·· . Potential benefits •. This study could. demonstrate a· ·chang,e 
in perception of the nursing. role after ·empl.oyrrient in a 

·professional role -- giving·. both~ the ~mployer and the e·ducator 

: da.·ta on. whi'ch. to better prepare new employe·es for. their 
· jobs- as professionals. 

Thank you for your t:ime. ·r shall. be awaiting your-reply._, 

F. Jill Kirkland R.N.·, B • .:3. N. 
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~EQUES'i FOR REVIEW OF RESEA~.CH PROPOSAL INVOJ_ VtNG HUMAN StJSJECTS 

~S7~UC7:C~S 

A!! research involving human subjects done at MCG," or. by_:\1CG investigators, must ~e 
eviewec :v :l"':e Human Assurance Committee ·(HAC). The HAC meets on the fourth Mondav 
,f ea.ch ~o-nth. ?!"otocols mus.t be received no later thar. the F1RST MONDAY OF eACH MONTH 
o allo·.v :istribution to reviewers. Protocols to any funding source should carry a letter of 
tpproval ~rom the HAC. DHHS will not consider any proposals for human studies unless an 
tpproval :etter accompanies the application or arrives at DHHS within the next 60 days. 

io obtain HAC review, send to The Division of ~esearch Administration. A.A-130, the original 
tnd four cooies of: · · 

~) this form (HAC 101-8 1) 
2) your Description of Research Proposal (Instructions appended; HAC-102-a 1) 
J} your Informed Consent Documents, Clnstructlons appended; HAC-iOJ-a 1) 

f applicable, also send five copies of: 
4} Investigational Drug Information Sheet; CHAC-104-8 1) 
5) Investigational Device Information Sh~et, (HAC-105-8 1) 

r.A. Patfe!"'ts: All l='rotocols involving V.A. patients must be approved by the V.A. Research 
lnd Development Committee. If use of V.A. patients is contemplated, send five copies of this 
1rcposal to V.A. Medical Research Service ( 15 1 ), Room 58-144. Indicate whether this has 
,~n done: ( ) yes Cx) no. . _,

1 
_,.,..-· 

/;-, .. _.I j: / .. : /Ja./: <~~6.-_,1_ ," 6, ,'/I - ..-: :_-··: .. 6_' J.,_.:.. .. :"_~·/ . .:1 ·./ ____ ._............ - --------------·-~--... ~~-·---·,.;-·:-._.-:-.-?/ 
)ATE _______ s~T,*z1-~~r_.1•?~

3
-·-,_9_A...,3._ ___________________________________________ .__ 

~tTLE OF PROJECT _ ...... p.o..,s .... •[::j•p•.,..•"'...,b....,.P ..... ,.. .... allli'!"!"'\!-io .. ~"'.,. . ..,~ .. P .... l_·_ .... rr..,l-l_.c......,jC-.""">.-n.-" .... ;.-..P•1-i_.7...,.Q .. +-...,. ,.,.· r...,.-... ,,_u_.,.....,,...,_Fc-o..,~...,s.._-_··.,j ,..t_,.,_ 

~RINCPALim5TI~TOR ____ ~w~·~3~i~l~1~~~,~·.,..~1~~l~~~n~~~~R~.~l~~·~·P~ .• ·.~N~,~~~(DEGRE~ 

'EPARTMENT ______________ A~d~,J•1~t~N~J•a~ •. p~,.;.1.~_.D~Pt~p•t···~--------~~~~~~~~~---
~AILING ADDRESS 2J?6 Qopt.,..;::~J AyQ upr:rn~~P TELEPHONE. 

'ARTICJP.~TING INVESTIGATORS (with degree and departments>~---------

STATUS OF PRINCIPAL INVESTJGA TOR (circle) Faculty /Post-Doctorai/Grauuate/Unoergraduate;-

:Jther- _______ r-_ .. ,..._. ~ .. ~ .. \~ .. 1?-!j..,.t-., !0"-"oi~S .. t-., ,_,n......,P_.pllillt:,.,..,.M._.C"'"'r._, .. s.,. c~h .... q,.q._1..,..p.,.f--...ii.-.&yS..,r.., .. ____________ _ 

=ACULTY S?ONSOR (For Student Protocols) rr:~l"'"'l ,~pn Sqb,..o~4o~ ~l-ln 

::RANT INFORM A TlON: 

SupportmgAgency -----------------------------------------------------
Grant or-Contract::---------------------------------------------

Gr~t Title Of ~fferent from above) ----------------------------------~ 

Principal Investigator ·(If ~fferent .from above) -------~------~------

If subcontract, or If MCG Is collaborating Institution, give primary Institution and Principal 

nvestlgator ------------------------------------------

SITE OF INVESTIGATION (x ) . MC~; ( ) V.A. HOSPITAL; ( 
6 

) OTHER (see instructions) 

STARTING DATE OF PROJECT _t.iiii.Tu~-n~e_..1..,Q,..8_.l ___ ~--'DURATION OF PROJECT 7 i:1onths 
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PLEA-SE .. INDICATE WH'ETHER ANY OF THE FOLLOWING ARE.-INVOL VED: / .. / 

. .~ , 
. . / 

atients as· e~perimental subjects •••••••••••.• ~ ••.• [] . Que5.ti~nnaires • •• :~~ •••• •••••••••••••••••• •• ~ ••••••••• ·1.\1' 
at~ents_ as control subjects-. •••••••••••••••• ~ .... ~~}··:', ..... · Da_ta banks, dat~ archives and/or medical records ••••• [] 

on-pat.ient volunteers ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• []· Ionizing radiation, diagnostic or therapeutic •••••••• (] 
.. . . - ------ . . 

tudents as :·s~bjects •••••••••• •••••••••••••••• ••• [] __ .Subjects to ~piid ••• ~. •••• •••••. •••••••··~ •· •••••••• [] 
rainees as subjects•••••··~··•••••••••••••••• ••• [] .{::· Charges incur~ed by subjectS •••••••••••••••••••• ••••• [] 

regnant subjects ••• ~•••••••••••••••••••••••••• •• [],~~_._:::-· tharg~s levi,ed against Jrd party carriers •••••••••••• (] 

inor subjects less tjlan 18 years•••••••••••••••:~f·) Per - Subj~6t fees to physicians (F'inder•s F'ee) •••••• [] 

ubjects whose major '~ge· is net English._.,/~·.[] Autopsr_. .m; surgi~al pathology tissue. ••••••••••••••••[] 

entally disabled s...Pjects ••••••••••••••••••. fi! ••• [] ··:·. F'etal.·tissue ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• [] 

risoners, parolees~ or· ~arcerated subjee~ •••• [] Placental tissue•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••[] 
ubjects studied at no~G locati~ •••••••• · •• ·:~{-] 

ubjects studied at··~G affiliated hospitals ••••• rl.d' 
ubjects in the Ar,med ~ices (Active Duty) ••••• [] 
ilming,. video-or-reeorcl.i'ng of subjects •••••••••• (] 

, .. ' '· ..... 

Experimental drugs•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••[] 
App~~ed drugs far "ncn-fOA" ~pproved conditions ••••• [] 
P.iacebo(s) .~ ................ ., ...... ~ •• •••• .......... e ....... (] 

~xperimental devices •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••. • • [] 

If radiation materials ~re .. to be used. please C?omplete th4! follo~ing: 

Isotope to be a~minlstered _______________________ _ 

Chemical form-----~~--~...-~---.----------------
Doseto~n~esu~ed(mCM~CVK~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
Number of doses per subject . ._. --------~~~--~~~~--~~---
ViiJI· any other radJonucllde exposure occur as part of this project? YES NO __ 

If )'es, indicate _a~ent ~nd dosage:·---~------~--------

Permit Number -----
Holder of Permit .. ~·· . 

. \~:.. 

Approved, Chairman, Isotope Committee Date 
.... = .•. 

·The Principal Investigator and, where applic~ble •. the Fac~lty Spqnsor hereby assures the 
Committee that all procedures performed under ~he pratoc·al :~ill b~; ·conducted by individuals· 
legally and responsibly entitled to do so, and tt1at any deviatl~~ :~rO,.m the protocol (change in 
recruitment procedures, drug dosage, etc.) w.nlbe submitted ~o· the HAC for approval prior to its 
Implementation. · /, ) , · .· . · 

:J);:::,/{{2, . . ?j}!h . 
. DATE PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR DATE 

OA"(E CQ-INVESTIGA TOR bAtE co-INVEStiGAToR OR co-sPONSOR 

Approval (indicated by Signature) Is required from the Chairman of each department involv
ed in the researCh 1'\FtU,.f'!T 

z;,, !r-, 
DATE DEPARTMENT 

~~ ...... ~, 
. DEPARTMENT 

1//t/f?.J 
DAT 0~-- CEPARTtv@'IT 

DATE V.A. SERVICE CHIEF SERVICE 
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July 19, 1983 

Dear staff nurse: 

I am. conducting a study designed to assess perception of the 

nursing role by nurses practicing in a hospital setting. I 
would appreciate your willingness to participate in this 
study. 

Attached you will find a personal data sheet and a questionnaire9 
You will find directions fo~ answering the questionnaire immed
iately preceding ·the. questionnaire. When you have completed 
all question~, please. place the personal ·data sheet and the 

questionnaire in the attached envelope and return 1t to your 
head nurse for collection. 

Please complete the questionnaire as honestly as you possibly 
can. There are no right or wrong answers.. Please do not fill 
in your name. Your individual a~swers will. be anonymous. In 
no way v'lill the resul.ts identify your indi vidu~l responses. 

A summary of the study findings will be given to your nurs-ing 
supervisor. I thank you for your participation. 

Sincerely, 

Jill Kirkland,. R.N. 
Graduate Student 
School of Nursing 
Med~cal College of Georgia 



Nb. 

·PERSONAL. DATA SHEET 

AGE 

.BASIC NURSING EDUCATION: ASSOCIATE DEGREE 

DIPLOMA. 

BACCALAUREATE 

HIGHEST DEGREE HELD IN·:.NURSING 

DEGREES HELD OUTSIDE OF NURSING' . 

47 

------------------------
DATE OF COMPLETION OF BASIC NURSING EDUCATION ______ _ 

.AMT. OF TIME.EF1PLOYED IN PRESENT NURSING POSITION~ 

ANY -OTHER TYPE ·oF NURSING EXPERIENCE BESIDES THAT AS A 

STAFF NURSE·?·· YES . NO· 

PLEASE INDICATE TYPE EXPERIENCE (. i.e. L.P.N. ,. N.!.A.) · AND 

LENGTH. OF EXPERIENCE'' 



NURSING ROLE CONCEPTIONS 

INSTRUCTIONS: This ·section cons-ists of a list of· 34. situations, in which a.· 
nurse mJ.ght. find herself.. You are asked to indicate both: · 

(A) .The extent to which you think the situation should be-the 
ideal for nursing. --- .· . 

(B) The extent to which you think t}le situation actually exj,sts· 
in the hospital •. · 

·Notice that two statements require answers for each situation. Consider 
the statements· of what should be· the ca·se and of wha ~- is. actua'lly the case . 
separately: try not to ·let your answer to one statement influence your 
answer to the other $tatement. Give your opinions; there are no "wrong" 
answers. 

_Indicate the degree to·· which you agree or· disagree with the· statement · 
by checking one of the·alternative answers ranging from: STRONGLY AGREE, 
AGREE, UNDECIDED, DISAGREE, and STRONGLY DISAGREE. 

STRONGLY AGREE. indicates that you·agree with the statement 
. wi ~h almost no exceptions •. 

. AGaif 

UNDECIDED 

.DISAGREE 

STRONGLY 
DISAGREE 

indicates that you agree-with the statement 
with some exceptions •. 

indicates . -that you could either !• agree n or· 
"d'isagree" with the statement with about a·n 
·equal numb.er o~ exceptions in. either case. 

indicates that you· disagree with'the statement 
with some exceptions. 

indicates· that you disagree with the statement 
w~th almost no exceptions. 

:.... ..... 

. . 

48 
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Registered nurses in Hospital. z consider 
the· patient's physical, social, and psycho-
logical needs when developing a plan of. 
nursing care. 

A. This is the way nurses should 
plan nursing. care. A. 

X 
B. This is the way nurses. actuallx 

do plan nursing care. B. 
X 

BE SURE TO PLACE A CHECK MARK AFTER BOTH STATEMENTS A AND ! ACCORDING TO 
YOUR DEGREE OF AGREEMENT WITH IT. 

SITUATION 

--:- "' B~ 1. One. head nurse at Hospital F "insists. 
that all procedures be performed as 
described in the procedure manual.· 

A. This is what a head nurse should 
do.· A 

B:. This· is what a head nurse. 
actually does. B 

S 2. Registered nurses at Hospital Ware· 
encouraged to discuss with .patients as 
much about their conditions as the 
nurse believes would be best for the 
patient to know. 

A. This ·is what nurses should 
do·. 

B~ This is 
.do. 

what nurses actuall;y: 

430 

A 
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SITUATION 

3. One registered nurse at Hospital Y 
modified the hospital routines . 
and procedures to meet the needs of 
the patients .•. 

A~ This is what nurses·. should 
do. A 

B. This is what nurses actually· 
do. B 

P 4. The nursing staff at Hospital 0 are 
encouraged to read new drug and treat
ment brochures .and memoranda. 

A. This is what.hurses should 
do. 

B •. This is what nurses actually 

A 

~. .B 

s 5. ·Mrs. B was to have a ·quart of high 
protein liquid to drink during a 
24'hour period. The registered 
nurse spaced this tr~atment to 
provide the patient with small 
amounts during the daytime so 
Mrs. B. would not be disturbed 
during.the night. 

A. This is what nurses should 
oo. A 

B. This is what nurses actually 
~- B 

s 6. In Hospital Y a registered nurse· 
refused to do anything which she 
believed might jeopardize the welfare 
of her patients regardless of who told 
her to <io it. 

A.. This is· what nurses should.· 
~~- A 

B. This is what nurses actually 
~. B 

431 
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SITUATION 

B 7. At Hospital A the rules state that 
registered nurses are to report for· 
duty at least 10 minutes before the 
hour. One registered nurse cannot · 
report until five after the hour 

·because of the schedule'for· the bus 
she must ride to wor·k. Because she 
is always late, she is not being 
considered for promotion. 

A. This is what.should be done. 

B. This is what actually is done. 

B 8. Preparing work schedules of staff is 
the responsibility of the supervisor 
of Hospital G. Registered nurses 
are given the opportunity to re
quest their working hours and days· 
but the ·hospital's need_s always take 
precedence. 

A. ~his ~s the way it should be. 

This. is the way it actually is. 

B 9 •. At Hospital B the rul·es clearly 
state that patients may only take 

.. showers in the morning. The regis
tered nurses enforce this rule even 
when the patients request otherwise. 

A. 

B· •. 

A •. 

A~ That is what nurses should do. A. 

B. This is what nurses actually do. 

B 10. Head nurses and supervisors at 
·Hospital A when eva).uating regis
tered nurses for promotion-consider 
the nurse's. length of .experience ori 
the job to be important. 

A ... This is what sho.uld be. 
considered important. 

B:. ·This is: what actually · is 
considered important. 

432' 
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SITUATION 

S 11. In 'Hospital Y a physician ordered a 
patient to sit up in a wheelchair. 
twice a day. The registered nurse 
caring for the patient believed· 
that the patient was not ready to 
sit up in the wheel chair. The 
nurse discussed the patient's. 
condition. with the physician. 

A. This. is what nurses should do. 

B~ This is what nurses. actually 
do. 

P 12. Registered nurses from Hospital M 
attend conferences outside of the 
hospitalto learn about new techni
ques and to increase their knowledge 
of various topics. 

A. "This is what nurses should do. 

A 

B 

A 

B. This is what nurses actuaily do. a· 

P 13 ·-~-.;.;.The head nurs~s and supervisors at 
Hospital R, ·when-evaluating regis
tered nurses for promotion, consider 
the nurses• membership in 'the profes
sional association to be important. 

A. This is what should be considered 
important.. A 

B. This is· what actually is con-
sidered important. B 

P 14. Conferences are conducted. at Hospital 
N with the nursing staff to review 
new techniques and procedures. 

A. This is what should happen. 

B.. This. is what actually happens. 
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SiTUATION 

s · 15 •. The he-ad· ·nurses· a:"nd- supervisors· at 
hospital u,- when evaluating: regis
tered_. nurses f()r·promotion-,·consider 
the_- nurse.s' ability to plan nursing 
car.e .based upon- the patient's needs to 

·be the most impqrtant-•. -

A. This· is what-should be con-
sidered ·most important. A._-

a-. · Th.:Ls is what· _actually is 
consideredmost important. 

B 16. · A registered. riurse in Hospital E, 
although she admini!;ters excel
lent nursing care·, is not being 
considered for ·promo_tion because: 
sbe does not carry out hospital 
·routines as establi-shed.. · 

A.: This is the. way it should be." 

B:~ ·. This ·is the way it actually is. 

s ·11·. In Hospital X patie!lt- B- was scheduled· 
for a. physical therapy treatment at· 
9, a.m-. The patient _experienced· some 
abdominal'discolllfort _after eating 
breakfast so the-registered nurse 
rescheduled: the· treatment. 

A· •.. This is: what nurses- should do. 

B. · This is what nurses actually do. 

B lS. One registered-nurse at Hospital ·K_ 
fol-lows- all hospital routines even 
though· she di'sagrees- with· several
of. them.- · 

·A. :This.is·the.way a-nurse should 

B. 

B_ •. 

A. 

B. 

function. A. 

B:• .· This is . the way mos,t · nurs.es 
-actually· do. function. B. · 

434' '' 
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SITUATION 

B 19. The regulations at Hospital D . 
state that patients are to be trans
ported to their cars via wheelchair 
upon discharge. Patient Y had been 

.walking about for several days prior 
to being discharged but the regis
tered nurse had the nurse's aide 
transport him to his c:ar in a wheel-
chair. · 

A. This ·is-what the nurse should 
~. A 

B·. This is what a nurse actually B 
.does. 

B 20. Registered nurses at Hospital H 
may only assign the duties to the· 
practical nurse, nurse's aide, 
·and orderly which are described· 
in their respective job descrip
tions. 

A. This is what nurses should 
do. A 

. ::. . ..;; B~ This is what nurses actually B 
do. 

P 21. Hospital Q attempted to recruit 
and employ only ~egistered nurses 
who were· educated in programs. 
sponsored by a college or uni
versity· which is equipped. to 
teach the supportive biological and 
social science cours~s as well as· 
the nursing science courses. 

A. This is what hospitals 
should do. A 

a·. This is what hospitals actually B 
do. 
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SITUATION 

P 22'. Registered. nurses in Hospital o· 
subscribe- to and read professio.nal 
journals and othe~ professional 
material to keep abreast of new 
-techniques and knowledge~ 

A. This- is what nurses should 
do. 

B. This is what nurses actually 
·do. 

P 23. Register~d nurses at Hospital L 
a-ttend inservice meetings at the 
hospital even when they are not 
required. to attend. 

A. This is what nurses,should 

A 

B 

do~ A 

S·. This is what nurses actually 
·do. s 

s. 24. . · ~1rs:. K had ·difficulty sleeping dur
_ing the night so. the registered 
nurse allowed her to sleep in the· 
morning. even though., according to 
the routine a-t Hospital . z ,. Mrs-. K 
should have been awakened at 
7 a~m~ ' 

A •. This is what a nurse .should do. 

B.' This is. what a nurse ,.,ould 
actually do. 

B· 25. ·The policies at Hospital C sta~e 
that any violation o_f hospital 
regulations must ·be reported, Head. 
Nurse A observed registered nurse X
vi_olating a hospital regulation and 
reported-the incident to the super-
visor.. · · · 

A.. This is what a head n:urse should 
do... ,· 

· B-. This is what a head nurse. would= 
_actually do. 
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SITUATION 

B 26.- Registered nurses at Hospital J 
place a high priority on main~ 
taining the patient's record, 
c_ompleting requisi.tions , and 

-._ordering supplies~. · 

A. This- is what nurse should do. 

B. This is what nurses actually: 
do. 

s- 27. Registered nurses in Hospital v· 
--are. respected by t~eir peers for 
taking the time to talk with 
patients in an attempt to allay 
-any of the patient's anxieties 
which could· affect the patient's 
recovery. 

A. This is what nurses should. 
·do.· 

c 

.. ::. . .;;. B. ·This i·s_ what nurses actually_ 
do_. 

P 28. The head nurses at· Hospital F 
when evaluating registered nurs·es 
place considerable.emphasis on the 
nurses• ability to· make decisions 
based upon scientific· principles. 

A. This- is what head-nurses 
should do •. 

B. This· is what-head nurses 
actual-ly do. 

. S-- 29. Regi-stered nurses: at Hospital X 
spend the majority of their; time 
administering direct care- to the . 
. patients. 

A. -.This- is what: nurs·es: should do.- . 

B •. - This is· what nurses_ actually do-. 

- 437· 
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SITUATION 

B 30. ·Regulations at Hospital K state 
that all patients. must have their 
baths and treatments completed by 
10 a .m·. Registered nurses who com
plete their assignments in this time 
are considered valued employees. 

A. This is the way it should be. 

B. This is the way it actually is. 

S 31. One registered·nurse at Hospital T, 
while·· distributing dinner trays to 
the patients, approached Mrs. J who 
began to cry. The nurse got an
other nurse to distribute the 
trays, pulled the curtain around 
the bed, and sat down and talked 
to Mrs. J. 

A. This is wha~ nurses should. do. 

This is what-nurses actually do. 

P 32~ Registered nurses ·in HbSpital M 
are,active· members. of their pro
fessional nursing association. 

A. 

B. 

·A. 

B. 

·A. This is the way it should be. A. 

·B. · This is the way it actuaily is. B. 

P 33. The registered nurse at Hospital Q· 
demonstrate their ability to relate 
nursing practice to the scientific 

·principles which they learned in 
_school. 

A. This. is the way ·it should be. A. 

B. This. is the way it actually .is. B. 
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·SITUATION 

s 34. The registered nurses at Hospital .. 
W work with·the.patients in develop
ing the plan of care to be used by 
the nursi~g staff. · 

A. This is what nurses should do. 

B. This i~ what nurses actually do •. 

Item Key:· 

B ~ bureaucratic role conception items 

P =·professional role conc~ption items 

s = service role conception items 

.:. . .:;,. 

. . 

Reproduced with permission·· of ·the author •. 
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October 23, 1983 

Dear Staff Nurse, 

Within the last two.months you were asked to complete a questionnaire 
as part of a study being conducted to assess nursing role perception. 
To complete the study, I am now asking.you to complete the attached 
questionnaire .. 

You should· recognize the questi·onnai re, as· it" is similar, to the one 
completed before .. Although it may seem strange to. fill out such .similar 
questionnaires, it· is important for the results of my study- that you do 
so. 

As before~ please put your completed- questionnaire in the ··en vel ope in 
your head nurse_•s office. I will pitk up the _completed questionnaires 
sometime in the next seven days. 

Thank 'you so. much for your time and· cooperati.on .. Please note that .:I 
need your completed questionnaires within seven days. 

i 11 Kirkland Ray,_ RN 
Graduate Student 
School-of Nursing .. 
Medical College of Georgia 



NURSING ROLE CONCEPTIONS 

INSTRUCTIONS: This section consists of a list of 34 situations in which a 
nurse mJ.ght find herself. You are asked to indicate both: 

(A) The extent to which. you think the situation should be- the 
ideal for nursing. 

(B) The extent to· which you think the· situation actually ·exists 
in the hospita~. 
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Notice that two statements require answers for each situation. Consider· 
the statements of what should be __ the case and of what is actually the case 
separately1 try not to let your answer to one. statement influence your 
answer to the other statement •. Give· your opinions; there are no "wrong" 
answers. 

Indicate· the degree to which you agree or disagree with the statement 
·by checking one of the alternative answers ranging from: STRONGLY AGREE, 
AGREE, UNDECIDED, DISAGREE, and STRONGLY DISAGREE. 

STRONGLY AGREE. fndic~tes that you·agree .. with the statement 
with almost no exceptions. 

AGR~f ., · indicates that you agree' with the statement 
~ith some ,exceptions. _ . 

UNDECIDED 

DISAGREE 

STRONGLY 
DISAGREE 

. _ _..,.pi' 

indicates. that you could either ... agree n ·or 
"disagree" with the statement with about an 
equal nwnber of exceptions in ei tiler case. · 

indicates,that you disagree with the statement 
with some exceptions. 

indicates·. that you disagree with the statement 
with almost no exce2tions •. 

:_ -
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Strongly Strongly 
HERE IS AN EXAMPLE: Agree--· Agree Undecided Disagree Disagree 

s 1. 

B 2. 

.Registered nurses in Hospital 
Z consider the patient•s phy-
sical, soctal, and psycho-
log·; ca 1 needs when developing 
a plan of nursing tare. 

A. This· is the way nurses A. X ---· ··-

should. plan nursing care. 

B .. This is the way nurses B. X 
actually do plan nursin-g 
care. 

BE SURE TO PLACE A CHECK MARK AFTER BOTH STATEMENTS- A AND B ACCORDING TO YOUR 
DEGREE OF AGREEMENT WITH IT. 

Strongly Strongly 
SITUATION Agree Agree Undecided Disagree Disagree 

Registered nurses at Hospital 
W are encouraged to discuss 
-with patients as much about 
their conditions as the nurse 
believes would be best for 
the patient to know .. 

A. This is what nurses A. 
should do. -

B. This is what nurses ·B. 
actually do. 

One head· nurse at Hospital 
F insists that all proce-
dures be performed as de.;. 
scribed in the procedure 
manual . 

A. This is what a head A. 
nurse should do. -

-· 

B. This is what a head B .. 
nurse actually does. 



SITUATION 

S 3. In Has pita 1 Y a registered 
nurse refused to do anything 
which she believed mi~ht 
jeopardize the welfare of 
her patients regardless of 
who told her to do it. 

A. This .is what nurses A. 
should do·~· 

a. This is what nurses B. 
actually. do ... 

S · 4. .Mrs. B was tG have a quart 
of high protein liquid to 
drink during a 24 hour 
period. The registe~ed 
nurse spaced this treatment 
to provide the patient with 
small. amounts during the 
daytime so Mrs B would not 
be distrubed during the 
night. 

A. This is'what nurses A. 
should do. 

B. This is· what nurses B· •. 
-a c tu a 11 y do . 

P 5. The nursing staff at.Hospftal 
0 are encouraged to read new 
drug and treatment brochures.· 
and memoranda. 

A. This is what nurse~ A. 
should do. 

B~. This· is. what nurses B. 
actually. do. 

S 6. One registered nurse at 
Hospital Y modified the 
hospi ta 1 routi.nes and· pro-. 
cedures .to. meet .the needs 
of the pati"ents·. 

A. This is what nurses A. 
should do. 

B .. This is what nurses B. 
actually do. 
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Strongly Strongly 
Agree •Agree Undecided Disagree Disagree 
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B 7. 

SITUATION 

H~ad nurses and supervisors ·at 
Hospital A when evaluating 
registered nurses for promo
tion consider the nurse•s 
length of experience on the 
job to be important. 

A. This is what should be· A. 
considered important-. 

8·. This. i"s what actually B. 
is considered important. 

B 8. At Hospital B the rules 
clearly state that patients 
may only take showers in the 
morning. The registered 
nurses enforce this rule 
even when the patients re
quest otherwise. 

A. That is what nurses A. 
should do. 

B. This is what nurses B. 
actually do. 

B 9. Preparing work schedules of 
staff is the responsibility 
of the supervisor of.Hospital 
G. Registered nurses are 
given the opportunity"to re-
quest their working hours and 
d~ys but the hospital •s needs 
always take precedence .. · 

A. This is the way it A. 
should be. 

B. This is the way it B. 
actually _is. 
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Strongly Strongly 
~gree · Agree Undecided Di.sagree Disagree 



SITUATION-

B. 10~ At Hospital A th~ rules state 
that registered nurses are to
report for duty: at least 10 
minutes b~fore the hour. One 
registered nurse· cannot· report 
until five after the hour be~ 
cause rif th~ sch~dule:for the· 
_bus she must ride to work. ·Be
cause sh~ is alw~ys late, she 
is not be.ing considered for- -
promotion .. 

A. This is what should be A. 
·_done. 

B. This is what actually is B. 
· done. 

P 11. Conferences are conducted at 
Hospital N with the nursing· 
staff to review new tech
niques and procedures .. 

·A. This i.s what should: A. 
happen. 

·B~- This is what ~ctually· B. 
Happens. 

P 12. The head nurses andsuper
visors at Hospital R,. when . 
evaluating reg~stered nurses 
·for promotion, consider the 
nursesJ membership in the 
·professional association to 
be-important~ · 

A .. This is what -should be A. 
considered important. 

B~.This is what actually is B. 
con~idered important ... 

P 13. Registered nurses from Hos- · 
pi tal M attend conferences 
outsid~ of the hospital td 
1 earn about new techniques
and to- increase their kno~
ledge of various topics.· 

A. This is what. nurses A. 
should do. 

.....-.. ;:-·_. 

B. This is_ what nurses ·~~~~B. - _.._ ___ ,, .. _._ 
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SITUATION 

S 14. In Hospital Y a physician 
ordered· a patient to sit up._. in 
a wheelchair twice a day. The 

· regi·stered nurse caring for 
the patient believed.that the 
p_atient was not ready· to sit 
up in the wheelchair.- The 
nurse.dtscussed the patfent•s 
condition with the physician. 

A. This is what nurses A. 
should do. 

B. This is what nurses B. 
a·ctua lly d.o. 

B'15. One registered nurse at 
Hospital K follows all has~ 

_ pi tal routi·nes even though 
she. disagrees with several 
of them. 

A. Thi~. i.s the way a nurse A. 
should function. 

B. This is the way most B .• 
nurses actua:lly do. 
function. 

S 16. In Hospi-tal X patien·t B was 
schedu1ed for a physical 
therapy trea:tment at 9 .. a.m . 

. The patient experienced some 
abdominal discomfort after 
eating-breakfast· so the. 
registered nurse rescheduled 
the treatment. 

A. This is what. nurses A .. 
should do .. · 

B. This: is what· nurses. B. 
actually do. 

Strongly Strongly 
~gree Agree· Undecided ·Disagree · Disagree 

'• 

. .. 



·SITUATION 

B· 17. A registered nurse in Hospital 
E, although she adminfsters 
excellent nurstng care, is not · 
being considered for promotion 
be.cause she does not carry out ' 

·hospital routines as estab
Ji shed .. 

A. This. is the way is s_houl d A: 
be. 

B. This- is the way it actually B. 
' is. 

S 18. The head nurses .and s·upervisors 
at hospital U, when· evaluating. 

, registered nurses for p"Y·omo
tion, consider the nurses • 
ability to plan nursing. care 
based upon the patient's needs 
to· be the most important. 

A. This,is what··should be A. 
considered most important. 

B. This is what actu~lly is B. 
considered most 1mportant! 

.P 19. Hospital ·Q attempted _to re:.. 
cruit and employ only regis
tered nurses who were educated 
-in programs sponsored-.by a 
college·or ~:Jniversity which is 
equipped to teach the suppor
tive bi~l6gical and_social 
science courses as well as the 
n.urs ing- science courses .. 

A. This is what hosp~t~l~ A .. 
sh6uld do. 

B~ This. is what ho~pitals · B. 
actually do. : 

6-6 

$trongly 
-Disagree 

Strongly 
Agree Agree Undecided Disagree 



SITUATION · 

B 20. Registered nurses at Hospital 
H may only assign the duties 
to.the practical nurse, nursets 
aide, and orderly which are de
scribed in their respective job 
descriptions. 

A. This is what nurses should A. 
do. 

B. This is what nurses B. 
actually do. 

B 21. The regulations at Hospital D 
state that patients are to be 
transported to their cars via 
wheelcha~r upon discharge. 
Patient Y had been walking 
about for several days prior 
tG being discharged but·the 
registered nurse had the · 
nurse's aide transport ·him to 
his car in a wheelchair. 

A. This is what the nurse A. 
should do.· 

B. This is what a nurse B. 
actually does·. 

B 22. The policies at Hospital C 
state that any violation of 
hospital regulations must be 
reported, Head Nurse A ~b
served registered nurse X 
violating a hospital regula
tion and reported the incident 
to the supervisor. · 

A. This is what a head nurse A. 
should do. 

B~ This is what a. head nurse B. 
would acttially do~ 
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SITUATION 

S 23. Mrs. K had difficulty sleeping 
during the night .so the regis
tered nurse allowed her to 
sleep in the morning even 
though, according to the rou
tine at Hospital Z, ·Mrs. K 
should have been awakened at 

· 7 a.m. 

A. This is what a nurse A. 
should do. 

B. This is ~hat a nurse would . 6 .. 
actually do. 

P 24. Registered· nurse·s at Ho.spi ta 1 L 
attend inservtce meetings at 
the hospital even when they are 
not required to attend. 

A. This is what nurses A. 
should do. 

B. This is what nurses B. 
actually do. 

P 25. Registered nurses. in Hospi ta 1 
0 subscribe to and read pro
fessional journals and other 

· professional material to keep 
· abreast .of new· techniques and 
. knowledge. 

A. This is what nurses A. 
should do. 

B. This is what nutses B~ 
actually do. 

S 26. Registeted nu~ses at .~ospital 
X spend the majority of th~ir 
time administering d.irect care 
to the patients. 

·A. This is what nurses should A. 
do. 

B. This is what nurses B. 
actually do. 
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SITUATION 

~ 27. The head nurses at Hospital F: · 
when evaluating re.gi stered 

· nurses place considerable em
phasis on: the nurses' ability 
to make decisions based .. upon 
sci enti.ftc principles. · 

A~ This is. what head nurses A. 
should. do . 

. B. This is what head nurses B. 
actually do. 

S 28. · Registered nurses· in Hospital 
V are respected by thetr 
peers. for taking. the time to 
talk with patients in an 
attempt to allay any. of the 
p~tient's anxieties which 

··could affect the patient's 
recovery. · 

A. This. is· what nurses . · A. 
should do. · 

B. This is what nurses B. 
actually do. 

B 29 Registered nurses at Hospital. · 
J place a high priority on 
maintaining the batient•~ . 

. record, completing requisitions' 
and orderirig supplies. · 

A. This. is what nurses. · A·. 
should do:. 

B .. This is what nurses B .. 
actually do. 

. . . 
P 30. The registered nurse at Hospital 

Q demonstrate thei-r abi 1 i ty to· 
relate nursing practfce t()· the· · 
scientific principles which 
they learned in· school~ 

A. This ts the way it 
·should be. 

A. 

B. This is the way it 
actually. is. 

B. 

$trongly 
~gr~e Agree Undecided 

Strongly. 
Disagree Disagree 

.. 
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SITUATION 

P 3,1. Registered nurses in Hasp ita 1 M. · 
are active members of their pro
fess i_oria 1 nursing as·socj at ion. 

A. This is the way it 
· . s ho u 1 d be . 

B. This is the w~y it 
actually is·~ · 

A; 

B. 

S 32. One registered nurse at Hospital 
T, while distributing dihner . 
trays to the patients, approached 
Mrs. J· who began· to cry. .The 
nurse got anothe~nurse to dis
tribute the trqys, pulled· the 
curtain around the ·bed, and. sat 
down a~d talked to ·M~s. -J~ 

A. This is what nurses A. 
should do.-

B. This .i~ what nu~ses B. 
actuallY do.· . 

B 33. Re~ulatidns ~t Hospital K 
state that all. patients ~ost 
have 'their· baths· ·.and treat
ments· completed by 10 a.m.· 
Registered ~urses who complete 
their assignments in this ti~e 
are considered· valued empl~yees.· 

. A. This is the·way it A. 
should be .. 

B. This i:s the way it B. 
actually is. 

S. 34. The registered nurses at. Has;.. · 
pita.l W work with the. patients 
in developtng·the plan of· care 
to· .be:: .. used .by the nursing· staff. 

·A. This is·what.n~rses A. 
should do. 

B. This is what-nurse~ B. 
actually do. 
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